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Get your child hooked on reading as they meet some of the amazing creatures from the
Star Wars Clone Wars series, now an eBook Star Wars The Clone Wars Ahsoka in
Action!, now in eBook format, is designed to engage even the most reluctant reader,
your child will read all about the Ahsoka and her amazing adventures, together with
other astounding characters from the Clone Wars universe. Filled with amazing action
shots and pictures from Clone Wars, Star Wars The Clone Wars Ahsoka in Action!
eBook is an out-of-this-world read. And don't forget, there's a galaxy full of DK Star
WarsTM eBooks to collect.
"Highly readable, worthwhile overviews for young people." -- Booklist "Richly
informative...the text is clearly and smoothly written." -- KLIATT Each book in the DK
Readers series is specially crafted to suit the interests and learning stages of beginning
readers. Thomas Edison: The Greatest Inventor tells the story of the greatest inventor
of the modern age, and how his creations have changed our world.
DK Reader Level 1: Welcome to JapanDK Children
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading
whilst finding out about horses From horses jumping and racing, to the lovely colours of
their coats, help your child learn all about horses through exciting stories. DK Readers
are part of a five-level, highly pictorial reading scheme, with lively illustrations and
engaging stories to encourage reading. Pre-Level 1 have simple sentences, limited
vocabulary, word repetition, picture word strips and large type - read them together with
children who are just beginning to learn and with early or reluctant readers. Over 90 DK
Readers in the series.
Join Emmet, Lucy, Unikitty and more in this leveled reader based on The LEGO(R)
MOVIE 2(TM).
A look at the wonders of Japan and what makes this country and their culture so
interesting and unique. Find out all about Japan with this nonfiction reading book for
children. Includes facts, DK's Welcome to Japan will make learning to read fun and
engaging for kids. Children will discover all about Japanese calligraphy, the cherry
blossom festival, and Mount Fuji. These amazing facts are paired with incredible
images of the Japanese landscape, providing an ideal balance of words and images for
young learners. Welcome to Japan is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers
series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast
range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these
books an ideal starting point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
A look at the wonders of Japan and what makes this country and their culture so
interesting and unique. Find out all about Japan with this nonfiction reading book for
children. Packed with facts, DK's Welcome to Japan will make learning to read fun and
engaging for kids. Children will discover all about Japanese calligraphy, the cherry
blossom festival, and Mount Fuji. These amazing facts are paired with incredible
images of the Japanese landscape, providing an ideal balance of words and images for
young learners. Welcome to Japan is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers
series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast
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range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these
books an ideal starting point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Presents a day in the life of a medieval lord as he runs the land over which he holds
power. A Level 4 DK Reader.
Presents photographs of Star Wars characters and vehicles for identification.
There's power in stories. This is a story of power. Dead bodies aren't unusual in the alleyways
of Fenest, capital of the Union of Realms. Especially not in an election year, when the streets
swell with crowds from near and far. Muggings, brawls gone bad, debts collected - Detective
Cora Gorderheim has seen it all. Until she finds a Wayward man with his mouth sewn shut. His
body has been arranged precisely by the killer and left conspicuously, waiting to be found.
Cora fears this is not only a murder, but a message. As she digs into the dead man's past, she
finds herself drawn into the most dangerous event in the Union: the election. In a world where
stories win votes, someone has gone to a lot of trouble to silence this man. Who has stopped
his story being told? _______________________________________________________ 'An
utterly absorbing tale set in a fascinating world' MICK FINLAY. 'If you love storytelling, you'll
love this' S.J. MORDEN. 'It's rare to find such a richly imagined world about the art of myth and
storytelling' CHRISTOPHER FOWLER. 'Irresistibly thrilling, weaving together gaslit crime,
fantasy and mystery ... I can't wait for more' TIM MAJOR. 'There is more than meets the eye in
this gripping and inventive debut ... Rife with intrigue, deceit and cultural tension' JAMES
AITCHESON.
Packed full of fun facts, DK's Welcome to Japan reader will make learning to read fun and
engaging for kids. Children will discover all about Japanese calligraphy, what the cherry
blossom festival is, and how tall Mount Fuji is, as well as informatio
After a hard day driving his rig, John is just in time to make a special delivery to a party at the
new children's hospital.
Princess Unikitty--half-kitten, half-unicorn--and her friends save the day and make the world a
better place.
Welcome to the lab of Professor X. Ploder as his assistant on a top secret assignment to
design and test a spy's rocket. Discover all about the science of rockets through practical
experiments that you can try at home. Level 3 books, designed for children who can read on
their own, contain more complex sentence structure and more detail. Information boxes
highlight historical references, trivia, pronunciation, and other facts about words and names
mentioned. DK Readers combine an enticing visual layout with high-interest, easy-to-read
stories to captivate and delight young bookworms who are just getting started. Written by
leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with literacy experts, these engaging
books build reader confidence along with a lifelong appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories,
and biographies.
A look at the wonders of Japan and what makes this country and their culture so interesting
and unique. Find out all about Japan with this nonfiction reading book for children. Packed with
facts, DK's Welcome to Japan will make learning to read fun and engaging for kids. Children
will discover all about Japanese calligraphy, the cherry blossom festival, and Mount Fuji. They
will also learn about the 2020 Summer Olympics in Tokyo. These amazing facts are paired
with incredible images of the Japanese landscape, providing an ideal balance of words and
images for young learners. Welcome to Japan is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK
Readers series, aimed at children who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast
range of fascinating subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an
ideal starting point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Welcome to China takes readers on a whirlwind tour of the world's biggest country, taking a
look at its people, its landscape, its culture, and how all of these are changing with the times.
Photographs combine with lively illustrations and engaging, age-appropriate stories in DK
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Readers, a multi-level reading programme guaranteed to capture children's interest while
developing their reading skills and general knowledge.
Come see the different kinds of homes people live in, from tents to treehouses --Publisher.
Encourage your child to read while they go on unforgettable adventures in the Pokémon
universeDK Readers are part of a five-level, highly pictorial reading scheme, with lively
illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading. Level 3 have a rich vocabulary,
challenging sentence structure, additional information, and an alphabetical glossary and index
to build literacy skills - ideal for children who are just beginning to read alone.
Hard hats on! Join a busy, noisy construction site to watch the mega machines in action
constructing a new school. You'll be part of the action--from preparing the site to adding the
finishing touches and having a grand opening ceremony. Level 1 DK Readers feature readtogether stories for children just beginning to learn to read. They contain short, simple
sentences, simple vocabulary, word repetition, and large type. Strong visual clues combined
with special picture dictionary boxes help children with new words. Lively stories feature
characters and topics that are familiar to young children. DK Readers combine an enticing
visual layout with high-interest, easy-to-read stories to captivate and delight young bookworms
who are just getting started. Written by leading children's authors and compiled in consultation
with literacy experts, these engaging books build reader confidence along with a lifelong
appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories, and biographies.
In this book, children follow a day in the life of a Triceratops, as he wanders away from his herd
and has an encounter with a deadly Tyrannosaurus rex. Now available in iPad-friendly format.
DK Readers is a multi-level learning-to-read program combining DK's highly visual style with
appealing stories at five graduated levels. Stunning photographs and engaging, ageappropriate stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills
and general knowledge. DK Readers allow progression from stories for beginning readers with
simple sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich vocabulary and more
challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. now available in iPad-friendly format.
Written by leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with leading literacy experts.
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading while
they learn about the life of Martin Luther King Encourage your child to read. They will learn
about the life of slain civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr., who encouraged non-violent
protest to fulfil his dream of a world where people would be judged by the content of their
character, not by the colour of their skin. DK Readers are part of a five-level highly pictorial
reading scheme, which uses lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading.
Level 4 have rich vocabulary and challenging sentence structure, additional information,
alphabetical glossary and index to help challenge growing readers and build literacy skills.
Read them together with children who are reading alone and with reluctant readers.
In this Level 4 DK Reader ebook, develop reading skills while learning about Secrets of the
Mummies. Level 4 readers have fascinating stories that will capture the interest of the
increasingly proficient reader range. Introducing a rich vocabulary and challenging sentence
structure, Secrets of the Mummies will delight young bookworms who are just getting started. It
is guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and general
knowledge - compatible with the framework for teaching literacy.
Travel thousands of years into our past and discover the significant events that shaped the
world as we know it. This book includes short, descriptive explanations of key ideas, themes,
and events of world history that are easy to understand. Explore topics such as the founding of
Baghdad, the colonization of the Americas, and the inception of Buddhism without complicated
jargon. This book is part of DK's award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained educational series
that uses witty graphics and engaging descriptions to enlighten readers. Don't stop at
American history, explore the world! This book is full of fun facts from the human story, going
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as far back as the origins of our species to space exploration today. Discover all things
revolution, from the French to the digital, including the rise of the internet. Enjoy short and
sweet biographies of some of the most important thinkers and leaders throughout history, like
Martin Luther, Charles Darwin, and Nelson Mandela. You'll learn who said famous historical
quotes, and what they really meant when they said it. Big Ideas This is a modern twist on the
good old-fashioned encyclopedia, now easier to follow with diagrams, mind maps, and
timelines. Step-by-step diagrams will have you reviewing your ideas about history. Start from
the very beginning: - Human Origins 200,000 years ago - 3500 BGE - Ancient Civilizations
6000 BGE - 500 CE - The Medieval World 500 - 1492 - Early Modern Era 1420 - 1795 Changing Societies 1776 - 1914 - The Modern World 1914 - Present The Series Simply
Explained With over 7 million copies sold worldwide to date, The History Book is part of the
award-winning Big Ideas Simply Explained series from DK Books. It uses innovative graphics
along with engaging writing to make complex subjects easier to understand.
A gorgeously illustrated introduction to poetry for children, featuring poems about everything
from science, sports, and space, to friendship, family, and feelings. This thoughtfully crafted
anthology is perfect for children new to verse and for young poetry fans seeking out new
favorites. Explore poetry from a diverse selection of contemporary and historical poets,
covering a broad range of topics--from personal subjects like emotions and family, to the
wonders of the natural environment. Carefully selected works encourage children to see the
poetry in everything and to embrace the beauty of their everyday lives. Poems are
complemented by detailed illustrations, timelines, and interesting facts about the topics
covered, ensuring that the poems are not just entertaining, but relevant, topical, and
informative. Prompts and activities inspire children to create their own poetry, and devices like
rhyme, repetition, and alliteration are introduced and explained in a fun and accessible
manner.

Explains the sad fate of tigers, which are considered to be in serious danger of
extinction.
Introduces characters from the motion picture, including Anakin Skywalker, his
apprentice Ahsoka, and Ziro the Hutt.
Ring! Ring! Ring! It's the fire alarm! A house is on fire! The firefighters are on their
way in this Level 2 DK Reader, Firefighter! For children who are just beginning to
read and who have a limited vocabulary, Level 2 books use word repetition and
simple sentences to convey meaning. Picture dictionary boxes with word labels
"show" the meanings of words. These books contain between 400 and 450 words
each, with 80 percent pictures and 20 percent text. DK Readers are packed with
full-color photographs, lively illustrations, and engaging, age-appropriate stories
to introduce young children to the natural world and encourage a life-long love of
reading. The amazing stories are guaranteed to capture a child's interest while
developing reading skills and general knowledge.
Now in PDF. Take a trip into space with this Level 2 Reader In this exciting and
informative DK Reader, follow Linda the astronaut and her crew into space and
find out how they live. With Astronaut - Living in Space your child will discover
how astronauts eat, drink and deal with zero-gravity, as well as starting on the
road to a relationship with reading. Level 2 Readers have easy-to-read stories
with word repetition, pictures and illustrated text boxes to build literacy skills. The
winning combination of interesting facts about space travel and adventurous
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astronaut, plus the engaging story packed full of exciting images, makes
Astronaut - Living in Space perfect for getting children hooked on reading.
Travel back in time and share the experience of everyday thoughts and great
moments in history in this fascinating compilation of diaries through the ages.
Remarkable Diaries traces the history of the diary from ancient times to the
present day, bringing together more than 80 historical and literary diaries, artists'
sketchbooks, explorers' journals, and scientists' notebooks. Discover what it was
like to build a pyramid, sail the seas with Magellan, travel into the heart of Africa,
or serve on the Western Front. Find out how writers and artists planned their
masterpieces, and how scientists developed their groundbreaking theories.
Remarkable Diaries takes you into the pages of the world's greatest diaries and
notebooks, including those of Samuel Pepys, Charles Darwin, Henry-David
Thoreau, the Goncourt brothers, Virginia Woolf, and Anne Frank, and shows you
what they looked like. Stunning images of the original notebooks and
manuscripts are complemented by key extracts and close-ups of important
details. Feature boxes provide additional biographical information and set the
works in their cultural and historical context. Essential reading for everyone who
is passionate about history and literature, Remarkable Diaries provides an
intimate insight into the lives and thoughts of some of the most interesting people
of the last 2,000 years.
Describes the people and activities in the Lego city of Heartlake City.
Now in ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. Practice reading alone with
this thrilling Titanic story. A child can read along with the text according to their
level of reading confidence. This Titanic Level 3 Reader tells a story of tragedy
and courage from the Titanic's maiden voyage, which celebrates it's centennial in
2012. She was the biggest ship in the world and they said she was unsinkable...
It is a part of a five-level highly pictorial reading scheme, with lively illustrations
and engaging stories to encourage reading. Level 3 have a rich vocabulary,
challenging sentence structure, additional information, an alphabetical glossary
and index to build literacy skills - ideal for children who are just beginning to read
alone.
Welcome to Colorado! We're glad you're here! Here's the next in a new series of
picture books about each US state. Children from Colorado and those who'd like
to visit one day will love this bright, cheerful, fact-filled picture-book celebration of
"the Centennial State." With information about the state's animals, plants,
regions, food, people, customs, and fun places to visit, this tribute to Colorado is
the perfect gift for vacationers and residents alike. The warm, bright illustrations
highlight the many delights to be found throughout the state. And the easy-yetinformative details ("There's one place in the United States where you can stand
in four states at once! The borders of Colorado, Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico
all meet at Four Corners") give just the right amount of information to kids from
preschool on up.
A strange power source called the EggSpark has crashed into Piggy Island and turned
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the birds, pigs, and eggs into robots, as the Egg-bots start destroying the island the
Autobirds and Deceptihogs must work together to stop them.
Take a look at the wonders of Iceland, and learn fascinating facts about this snowy
island country. Find out all about Iceland with this nonfiction reading ebook for children.
Includes facts, Welcome to Iceland will make learning to read fun and engaging for
kids. Children will discover all about the numerous volcanoes, the beautiful Blue
Lagoon, and the jaw-dropping Northern Lights as they practice reading. They will also
learn about Icelandic animals and culture, including the fun cream bun celebration!
These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Icelandic landscape and
wildlife, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome
to Iceland is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children
who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting
point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Join in the fun as the children go to their first ballet lesson! Help encourage your child's
love of dancing by reading along as Jamie, Jennifer and friends learn ballet for the first
time. Perfect for sharing, DK Readers effectively blend photography and ageappropriate text to build a child's reading confidence.
Take a look at the wonders of Iceland, and learn fascinating facts about this snowy
island country. Find out all about Iceland with this nonfiction reading book for children.
Packed with facts, Welcome to Iceland will make learning to read fun and engaging for
kids. Children will discover all about the numerous volcanoes, the beautiful Blue
Lagoon, and the jaw-dropping Northern Lights as they practise reading. They will also
learn about Icelandic animals and culture, including the fun cream bun celebration!
These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Icelandic landscape and
wildlife, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome
to Iceland is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children
who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting
point for developing a lifelong love of reading.
Take a look at the wonders of Iceland, and learn fascinating facts about this snowy
island country. Find out all about Iceland with this nonfiction reading book for children.
Packed with facts, Welcome to Iceland will make learning to read fun and engaging for
kids. Children will discover all about the numerous volcanoes, the beautiful Blue
Lagoon, and the jaw-dropping Northern Lights as they practice reading. They will also
learn about Icelandic animals and culture, including the fun cream bun celebration!
These amazing facts are paired with incredible images of the Icelandic landscape and
wildlife, providing an ideal balance of words and images for young learners. Welcome
to Iceland is a new Level 1 title in the four-level DK Readers series, aimed at children
who are beginning to learn to read. DK Readers cover a vast range of fascinating
subjects to support children as they learn to read, making these books an ideal starting
point for developing a lifelong love of reading
Now in ebook format, this is a static, generic epub. This ebook is a multi-level learningto-read programme combining DK's highly visual style with appealing stories at four
graduated levels. Stunning images and engaging, age-appropriate stories are
guaranteed to capture a child's interest while developing reading skills and general
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knowledge. It allows progression from stories for beginning readers with simple
sentences and word repetition through to stories with rich vocabulary and more
challenging sentence structure for proficient readers. Written by children's authors and
compiled by leading experts in the field of literacy, this ebook captures children's
interest and helps them learn.
Join Emmet, Lucy, Batman and Unikitty from The LEGO Movie 2 on their new
adventures in this exciting book for children learning to read. Packed with images of
The LEGO Movie 2 sets and minifigures, this book will get young fans hooked on
reading.
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